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Abstract
The study area, Dhurnal oil field, is located 74 km southwest of Islamabad in the Potwar basin of
Pakistan. Discovered in March 1984, the field was developed with four producing wells and
three water injection wells. Three main limestone reservoirs of Eocene and Paleocene ages are
present in this field. These limestone reservoirs are tectonically fractured and all the production
is derived from these fractures. The overlying claystone formation of Miocene age provides
vertical and lateral seal to the Paleocene and Permian carbonates. The field started production in
May 1984, reaching a maximum rate of 19370 BOPD in November 1989. Currently Dhurnal‐1
(D-1) and Dhurnal‐6 (D-6) wells are producing 135 BOPD and 0.65 MMCF/D gas. The field has
depleted after producing over 50 million Bbls of oil and 130 BCF of gas from naturally fractured
low energy shelf carbonates of the Eocene, Paleocene and Permian reservoirs. Preliminary
geological and geophysical data evaluation of Dhurnal field revealed the presence of an up-dip
anticlinal structure between D-1 and D-6 wells, seen on new 2003 reprocessed data. However,
this structural impression is not observed on old 1987 processed data. The aim of this research is
to compare and evaluate old and new reprocessed data in order to identify possible factors
affecting the structural configuration. For this purpose, a detailed interpretation of old and new
reprocessed

data

is

carried

out

and

results

clearly

demonstrate

that

structural

compartmentalization exists in Dhurnal field (based on 2003 data). Therefore, to further analyse
the available data sets, processing sequences pertaining to both vintages have been examined.
After great effort and detailed investigation, it is concluded that the major parameter giving rise
to this data discrepancy is the velocity analysis done with different gridding intervals. The
detailed and dense velocity analysis carried out on the data in 2003 was able to image the subtle
anticlinal feature, which was missed on the 1987 processed seismic data due to sparse gridding.
In addition to this, about 105 sq.km 3D seismic data recently (2009) acquired by Ocean Pakistan
Limited (OPL) is also interpreted in this project to gain greater confidence on the results. The 3D
geophysical interpretation confirmed the findings and aided in accurately mapping the remaining
hydrocarbon potential of Dhurnal field.
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CHAPTER 1
1.1 Introduction
Pakistan hosts two major sedimentary basins namely, Indus and Balochistan having an area of
around 83,000 sq.km involving both onshore and offshore (Kazmi HA and Jan QA, 1997). The
Indus basin extends east-southeast into India and north-northeast into Afghanistan. The
Balochistan basin lies west of Indus basin and continues northwards into Afghanistan and
westwards into Iran. The two basins are separated by north-south trending left-lateral BelaOrnach-Chaman transform fault zone and Murray ridge (Ahmed et al., 1994; Figure 1.1).

Pakistan represents the most spectacular collision and subduction region of the world (Raza et
al., 1989). The Indus basin is located on Indian plate which collided with the Eurasian plate in
the north during the Mid-Eocene time (Molnar and Tapponnier, 1975) while the Balochistan
basin is formed between a remnant arc in the north and active subduction zone of Arabian plate
beneath a block of Eurasian plate in the south (Raza et al., 1989). The geology of Pakistan has
been extensively studied by many explorers and scientists, for example, Patriat and Achache,
1984; Pascoe, 1959; Powell, 1979 and Sclater and Fisher, 1974.

The Potwar basin is the part of Indus basin and is located at the northern rim of Indian plate in
the foothills of western Himalayas in Pakistan (Iqbal and Ali, 2001 and Porth and Raza, 1990).
The basin is the oldest and one of the major hydrocarbon producing regions of Pakistan.

Figure 1.2 shows the number of exploration (oil/gas) wells drilled in this basin. These wells have
an average depth ranging between 12000 – 14000 feet.
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Figure 1.1: Map showing sedimentary basins of Pakistan and location of the study area; marked
by green region (modified after Ahmed et al., 1994).
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Figure 1.2: Exploration (oil/gas) wells location map of Potwar sub-basin and part of Kohat sub-basin (Source: DGPC; redrawn).

1.2 Study area
This research addresses the Dhurnal oil field, located in the central north part of the Potwar
basin, in the northern region of Pakistan (Figure 1.3). The coordinate map of Dhurnal mining
lease is shown in Figure 1.4.

Dhurnal structure is a typical Potwar pop‐up thrust bounded structure with four-way closure at
the Eocene level in subsurface.

Figure 1.3: Location map of the Dhurnal oil field (Source: PPIS) which is the area of interest in
this study.
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Figure 1.4: Coordinate map of the Dhurnal oil field (Source: Ocean Pakistan Limited). Dhurnal
oil field is the focus of this thesis. Green dots indicate the locations of four producing wells (D-1,
D-2, D-3 and D-6) and the rest of the dots show the locations of water injection wells (D-4, D-5
and D-7).

1.3 Stratigraphy of the area
The general stratigraphy of the Dhurnal field is illustrated in Figure 1.5. Infra Cambrian Salt
Range formation (evaporates) is the oldest drilled horizon, whose thickness is unknown. The
formation is at least 287 ft (87.47 m) thick in Dhurnal-3.

The Permian rocks unconformably overlie Salt Range formation, and consist of about 2500 ft
(762 m), of clastics and carbonates deposited in glacial, fluvial and shallow marine
environments. There is a poorly defined angular unconformity between the Cambrian and the
Permian rocks. Another major unconformity is present between the Late Permian and Paleocene
formations.
5

In the early Paleocene time, a marine transgression resulted in early Tertiary sedimentation over
the eroded older-strata. These shallow marine carbonates and coastal brackish water clastic
attained their maximum thickness about 2500 ft (762 m) in the west of the basin, and thin
depositionally to the east. In the Dhurnal field, the average thickness of the Paleogene section is
about 1200 ft (365.74).

In the late Eocene time, early stages of the Himalayan orogenic movement uplifted the section,
resulting in non-deposition throughout Oligocene time. The orogenic foredeep, trending
northeast to southwest through Islamabad, was developed in Miocene. The foredeep was filled
with molasses detritus up to 20,000 ft (6100 m) thick, derived from rapid erosion of the rising
mountains in the north. Average thickness of the molasses in Dhurnal field is about 12500 ft
(3810 m). The overlying claystone formation of Miocene age provides vertical and lateral seal to
the Paleogene and Permian limestones. The stratigraphy of Potwar sub-basin has been studied by
many geologists, such as Lillie et al., 1986; Pilgrim, 1913; Pinfold, 1918 and Davies LM and
Pinfold E, 1937.

After the deposition of molasses, the basin suffered a severe orogenic phase in Pleistocene
resulting in significant shortening of the stratigraphic section. This phase was associated with
folding, faulting and uplift of all the elements in the basin. The structural relief of the Dhurnal
field was developed at this time (about 3 million years ago).
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Figure 1.5: Generalized stratigraphic column of the Dhurnal field (Source: Ocean Pakistan
Limited). Eocene and Paleocene are the main reservoirs in Dhurnal area and main target horizons
of 2D/3D seismic data interpretation in this thesis.
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1.4 Geological and geophysical data
1.4.1 2D seismic data
2D seismic data used in this study are:
1. AMOCO 1972 seismic data: total 105.924 L.km
2. OXY 1984 seismic data: total 245 L.km
3. OPI 2000 seismic data: total 16.6 L.km
4. Seismic data acquisition reports
5. Seismic data processing reports (PGS, 2003).
1.4.2 Well data
The following well data were available in the study area and used in this research work:
1. Total of 7 wells (D-1 to D-7) drilled in this area
2. VSP data
3. E-Logs
4. Well completion reports
5. Well summary sheets
1.4.3 3D seismic data
2D results were further verified by using 3D geophysical data, listed below:
1. 105 sq.km of 3D seismic data
2. Acquisition report
3. Processing report (Twyford I, 2010).
1.4.4 Software used:
LandMark suite of software developed by Halliburton were used for seismic data
interpretation. The software and their specifications are listed as follows:

1. OpenWorks® R2003
2. OpenWorks® R5000
3. SeisWorks® 2D Seismic interpretation software
4. SuperSeis® 3D Seismic interpretation software
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5. ZMap Plus™ Mapping and gridding software
6. SynTool™ Synthetic seismogram software

1.5 Problem identification
Critical review of the data revealed the development of a very strange structural feature on
seismic line number NP84-13. The seismic processing carried out by Golden Geophysical in
1987, referred to as old processing in this research, indicated a downthrown block between
Dhurnal-1 and Dhurnal-6 wells on line number NP84-13 (Figure 1.6b). However, the new
reprocessing carried out on the same seismic line done by PGS in 2003 showed an up-thrust/popup structure at the same shot point position (Figure 1.6a). Moreover, it is interesting to note that
both data sets had been processed using PSTM method.

This striking difference in the data may lead to some very important sub-surface structural
features that were not identified earlier. The scope of this research was to carry out a complete
and detailed analysis of the available data information in order to identify the principal factor
creating this vital discrepancy in the two data sets.

9

Figure 1.6: Comparison of a) new 2003 reprocessed and b) old 1987 processed seismic data on
seismic line number NP84-13, generated using SeisWorks® 2D workstation. The zone of interest
is marked with red circles on both seismic sections.

1.6 Objectives
The main objectives of this research are listed below:
1. To compare and evaluate old and new reprocessed data in order to identify possible
factors affecting the structural configuration (Figure 1.6).
2. Interpret 2D seismic data and see the results in a planar view by generating time structure
maps on the two data sets.
3. Detailed analysis of the processing/reprocessing sequences pertaining to old (1987) and
new (2003) 2D seismic data.
4. Well seismic correlation by generating synthetic seismogram.
5. Interpret 3D seismic data and validate the results with vintage 2D seismic data.
10

6. Construct and generate time and depth maps at target reservoir horizon (Top Eocene
level) using LandMark SeisWorks® software.
7. Results may indicate that sharp velocity analysis done on 2003 data enabled in
delineating subtle sub-surface features which were not identified earlier due to coarse
velocity analysis carried out on 1987 data.
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CHAPTER 2
2D geophysical evaluation
To verify that the up-dip structuring in the sub-surface observed on 2003 reprocessed data exists
only on one line or extends through the area, two separate interpretation exercises were carried
out, and time contour, velocity and depth maps were generated at reservoir horizon (Top
Eocene level).

The detailed procedure of the geophysical work is explained below:
2.1 2D geophysical interpretation

Seismic interpretation was carried out on PreSTM time volume of 2D seismic data. SeisWorks®
2D seismic interpretation software application of LandMark suite of softwares developed by
Halliburton was used for data interpretation purposes.

All seismic lines pertaining to the Dhurnal field were interpreted on workstation. Top of
Miocene, Eocene, Paleocene, Permian and Infra Cambrian formations were identified on the
basis of VSP data available on Dhurnal-1 well (Figure 2.1).

Top Eocene level was interpreted on seismic profiles of the study area after mistie adjustment.
Below the Miocene group, the Eocene stratigraphic unit can be recognized throughout on the
basis of distinctive seismic signatures having strong, continuous reflector of moderate to high
amplitude.
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Figure 2.1: Vertical seismic profile (VSP) of Dhurnal-1 well used for horizon identification. The
vertical panels above show the different processing levels. The red circle indicates the Eocene
level which is the main reservoir in the Dhurnal field (Source: OPL).
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This reservoir horizon was then interpreted on each and every line present in the study area.
Figures 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 are a few examples of horizon and fault interpretation.

Figure 2.2: Horizon interpretation on seismic line NP84-13 (1987 data). Yellow color shows
Eocene reflector and the rest of colors indicates fault interpretation.
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Figure 2.3: Horizon interpretation on seismic line NP84-13 (2003 data). Yellow color shows
Eocene reflector and the rest of colors indicates fault interpretation.
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Figure 2.4: Horizon interpretation on seismic line NP84-10 (1987 data). Yellow color shows
Eocene reflector and the rest of colors indicate fault interpretation.

Figure 2.5: Horizon interpretation on strike line NP84-52 (2003 data). The Eocene reflector is
marked and fault interpretation is also visible in this section. The inset map shows the location of
this line highlighted by red.
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Figure 2.6: Composite line passing through D-3 and D-6 wells (1987 data). This display clearly
indicates downthrown block at the reservoir level on line NP84-13. Eocene level is displayed by
yellow color. The inset map shows the location of these line highlighted by red.
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Figure 2.7: Composite line passing through D-3 and D-6 wells (2003 data). This display clearly
indicates the presence of anticlinal feature at reservoir level on line NP84-13. Eocene level is
displayed by yellow color. The inset map shows the location of these lines highlighted by red.

Two independent maps at Top Eocene level have been generated (Figures 2.8 and 2.9).
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Figure 2.8: Time structure map at Top Eocene level based on 1987 reprocessed PSTM data. The
black-colored time contours show that a downthrown block exists between D-1 and D-6 wells.
The fault polygons are represented as grey where the fault arrows indicate a thrust regime and
purple lines are the Dhurnal mining lease.

Figure 2.9: Time structure map at Top Eocene level based on 2003 reprocessed PSTM data.
According to black-colored time contour values, a pop-up anticlinal structure separates D-1 and
D-6 wells. The fault polygons are represented as grey where the fault arrows indicate a thrust
regime and purple lines are the Dhurnal mining lease.
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2.1.1 Comparison of results of 2D interpretation based on 1987 and 2003 processed data
Figure 2.8 indicates lack of presence of any new structure between D-1 and D-6 wells. There is a
downthrown block separating the two wells and the faults trend shows that the wells have been
drilled at the optimum locations, and that there is no more structural anticlines undrilled in this
area. So according to this interpretation, Dhurnal oil field lacks any further drillable hydrocarbon
potential.

Figure 2.9 reveals that a pop-up anticlinal structure exists between D-1 and D-6 wells and has an
aerial closure of 174 acres (0.704 sq. kms). Attic hydrocarbons may be present at this up-dip area
that can be recovered by side-tracking D-1 well or drilling a new well.

The interpretation results clearly verified the major difference in the structural configuration of
the two different seismic processing. The up-dip potential mapped on 2003 data confirmed that
the anomaly observed on one seismic line does actually extend in the study area and had
significant importance that cannot be neglected.

Therefore, in order to identify the reason behind this major discrepancy, a detailed and
comprehensive analysis of the two different processing/reprocessing was carried out.

2.2 Seismic data processing/reprocessing

About 352 L.km of seismic data of two vintages by AMOCO (1972), OXY (1984) was
processed up to PSTM level, at Golden Geophysical in 1987. The same 2D data set with addition
of 17 L.km of OPI (2001) was reprocessed up to PSTM by PGS, Cairo in 2003. The reprocessing
objective was to enhance/improve the clarity of minor faults, which had indicated
compartmentalization.

The processing/reprocessing sequences of these two campaigns were analysed in detail by me. It
was important to find out why this reprocessing (2003) differed from the old (1987) processing.
Comparison of the two processing parameters showed that the difference in structural
configuration was actually caused by the velocity modeling.
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These reprocessing results were interpreted and demonstrated in the figure below:

Figure 2.10: Comparison of old 1987 and new 2003 processing/reprocessing of PSTM data
showing the presence of pop-up anticline in 2003 data. However, a downthrown block is
observed exactly at the same shot point location on 1987 data.

2.2.1 Comparison of the two processing/reprocessing
Detailed review of the two processing sequences reveals that the major factor which may affect
the sub-surface geometry was the dense seismic velocity analysis carried out on 2003 data. Apart
from this, there was no significant difference in the processing parameters.

2.3 Velocity analysis
As mentioned earlier, velocity analysis is probably the most critical and important stage. On the
1987 data, velocity analysis was done on a 1 km grid (Figure 2.11), whereas, grid spacing used
on 2003 data was 0.5 km (Figure 2.12). In my view, the closed grid interval enhanced the
structural configuration and clarification of fault geometry. The 2003 PSTM time data showed
21

some changes in fault interpretation (Figure 2.12) and further improved the structure
significantly.

Figure 2.11: Sparse velocity picking on old 1987 data showing vertical velocity panels at the top
of the seismic section. In this case, the velocity grid is 1 km apart displaying the zone of interest
as a downthrown block between D-1 and D-6 wells.
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Figure 2.12: Detailed velocity picking on 2003 data showing vertical velocity panels at the top
of the seismic section. In this case, the velocity grid is 0.5 km apart displaying a pop-up
anticlinal structure (an up-thrust block) between D-1 and D-6 wells.
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The velocity model is generated utilizing the root mean square (RMS) velocities provided at
fixed CDP intervals on PSTM hard copy sections of the two data sets. These velocities were
calculated and computed at the interpreted two way time of Top Eocene horizon. This velocity
information was then imported to OpenWorks® and velocity maps were constructed using ZMap
Plus™ software (Figures 2.13 and 2.14).

Figure 2.13: Velocity map based on 1987 data showing a velocity anomaly in the south of D-1
and D-6 wells. Black contours represent velocity trend (meter/second) in the area and purple
lines are the Dhurnal mining lease.
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Figure 2.14: Velocity map based on 2003 data showing a velocity anomaly over the apex of
Dhurnal structure. Black contours represent velocity trend (meter/second) in the area and purple
lines are the Dhurnal mining lease.

2.3.1 Comparison of results of velocity analysis of 1987 and 2003 data
Figure 2.13 shows that the velocity anomaly was observed in the south of D-1 and D-6 wells.
This shift in velocity anomaly from the apex of the Dhurnal structure was contradicting the
structural configuration observed on Time structure map as flank of Dhurnal structure can be
clearly seen on seismic lines and time map.

Whereas Figure 2.14 reveals the development of a velocity anomaly over the apex of Dhurnal
structure which was due to dense velocity grid. This velocity anomaly seems to be fairly
consistent with the geology of Dhurnal structure.
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The velocity grids of 1987 and 2003 data were further merged with respective time grids to
construct depth structure maps (Figures 2.15 and 2.16). Both single and dual grid operations
were performed in ZMAP Plus™ software.

Figure 2.15: Depth map based on 1987 data showing lack of presence of any structural high
between D-1 and D-6 wells. The depth contours are drawn in black, fault polygons are
represented as grey and purple lines are the Dhurnal mining lease.
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Figure 2.16: Depth map based on 2003 data showing the presence of a structural high between
D-1 and D-6 wells. The depth contours are drawn in black, fault polygons are represented as grey
and purple lines are the Dhurnal mining lease.
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Chapter 3

3D seismic geophysical evaluation
3D seismic data was acquired in Dhurnal area in 2009 and had also been utilized and
incorporated in my thesis to further verify the results presented in chapter 2.
3.1 3D Seismic data interpretation
In order to start my 3D seismic data interpretation, it was utmost important and vital to identify
the target level on seismic data. Therefore, I constructed a synthetic seismogram of Dhurnal-1
well utilizing SynTool™ (LandMark) software. SynTool™ software allowed me to tie time data
(the seismic data) to depth data (the well data) by integrating over the velocity profile.

A reflectivity series was generated by using sonic and density logs of Dhurnal-1 well. These
reflection coefficients were convolved with an extracted seismic wavelet to produce a synthetic
seismic trace. I extracted this wavelet from seismic because it gave the consistency in phase and
frequency with actual seismic data (Figure 3.1). Therefore, it increased my level of confidence of
horizon identification and interpretation. The synthetic seismogram was then compared with the
actual seismic traces by displaying it over the seismic section at the Dhurnal-1 well location
(Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.1: Characteristics of extracted wavelet (generated using SynTool™ software). The
figure shows that the dominant frequency of the actual seismic data at Eocene level is 15 Hz.
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Figure 3.2: Geo-seismic calibration showing the synthetic seismogram displayed over the real
seismic section to identify Eocene reflector. A reasonable well to seismic tie can be observed in
the figure.

Same reservoir horizon (Top Eocene level) was interpreted on 3D data volume using SuperSeis®
module of LandMark interpretation software. The horizon interpretation was imported to ZMap
Plus™ software for generating two way time (Figure 3.3) and depth maps (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.3: Time map at Top Eocene level based on 3D data confirms the existence of structural
high between D-1 and D-6 wells. The aerial closure of this anticline is 143 acres (dark green
polygon) whereas the total area of Dhurnal structure comes out to be 3422 acres.
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Figure 3.4: Depth map at Top Eocene level based on 3D data showing up-dip area between the
D-1 and D-6 wells. The color bar shows yellow as shallowest and blue as deepest. The depth
contours are drawn in black, fault polygons are represented as grey and purple lines are the
Dhurnal mining lease.

3.2 Results of 3D geophysical analysis
3D interpretation confirmed the presence of pop-up anticline/structural high between D-1 and D6 wells with negligible difference in aerial closure of the structure.

The confidence level on 2D geophysical results was enhanced after 3D interpretation as the
seismic information was available at every 25 m for the entire study area, aiding in accurately
mapping the structural complexities and the remaining up-dip potential of the Dhurnal field.
Moreover, 3D PSTM time migrated data improved subsurface image delineating subtle
subsurface features.
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CHAPTER 4

4.1 Discussion

Comprehensive processing/reprocessing analysis of the available 2D seismic data sets confirmed
that velocity was the most significant parameter of seismic data processing and played a vital
role in delineating subtle sub-surface structures. Figure 2.9 shows the existence of pop-up
anticline on 2003 seismic section, whereas, there is no such feature observed on the 1987 seismic
section. This structure observed on line number NP84-13 was further confirmed in a planar view
through detail 2D seismic data interpretation. Velocity modeling of the old and new 2D
processed/reprocessed data was carried out to identify the possible cause of this structural
disparity. The results indicated that the dense velocity picking on 2003 data led to the delineation
of this subtle structure.

These findings were further confirmed by detailed 3D seismic data interpretation. The results of
3D interpretation revealed that the dense velocity model used in 2003 data was the most
appropriate in this area. Also, structural configuration had been modified at Eocene level and
confirmed the presence of up-dip potential as already delineated on 2003 velocity model. In a
nutshell, my study indicates that there are sharp velocity changes (2003 data) that aided in
resolving small-scale sub-surface structures which were missed due to coarse CDP spacing (1987
data) of velocity analysis.

Therefore, it is suggested that the delineated 143-174 acres up-dip area having attic recoverable
hydrocarbons can be drained by sidetracking Dhurnal-1well about 225 meters towards southeast
or drill a new well.
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4.2 Conclusions

The interpretation of seismic data together with surface geological information indicates that the
structural patterns in the Dhurnal oil field developed as a consequence of compressional
tectonics. A pop-up anticlinal structure was delineated between D-1 and D-6 wells, due to close
spacing of the velocity grid which highlights the importance of velocity analysis in seismic data
processing. The size of the structure delineated in this research comes out to be 143 acres based
on 3D mapping. However, the cumulative reserve estimation is about 1 million barrels of oil,
which reflects on the significance and economic value of this structure.

Dhurnal-1 and Dhurnal-6 are in different compartments at the level of Eocene limestone. For all
drilled reservoirs except Eocene, Dhurnal-6 is located at the crestal position. Therefore, the
chances of having un-drained deeper potential or bypassed hydrocarbons in these reservoirs are
minimal.

Hence, it is concluded that the dense velocity analysis is of key importance for the processing
done for future field development.
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